Epicardial electrical activation analyzed via frequency-wavenumber spectrum estimation for the characterization of arrhythmiagenic states.
The application of a new signal processing methodology to the analysis of epicardial array ECG signals is presented as an alternative to isopotential or isochrones mapping by the use of a zero-delay wavenumber spectrum (ZDWS) estimation technique. The methodology "explains" the array data as the sum of modulated wideband (non-sinusoidal) propagating waves projected onto the array plane and provides an accurate estimate of their number and bearing. The slowness distribution of each of the waves is then obtained by estimating their temporal spectrum. In this experimental study the effects of localized noninfarcting reversible low flow ischemia, digoxin toxicity and verapamil reversal of digoxin toxicity are quantified via the ZDWS methodology and are compared with the information that can be extracted from isopotential mapping. It is demonstrated that the ZDWS methodology permits the epicardial electric activation to be decomposed into a number of quantification parameters which possess a hierarchical "tree" structure and therefore provide a means for an objective and robust characterization of the effects of agents which alter myocardial conduction and arrhythmia generation.